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Books and Media
AMC’s Best Day Hikes in the Berkshires:
Four-Season Guide to 50 of the Best
Trails in Western Massachusetts, Third
Edition
By René Laubach and John S. Burk
Appalachian Mountain Club, 2020, 304 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-62842-121-7. Price: $18.95
(paperback).
In an era when outdoor enthusiasts
increasingly use the internet to pick a hiking destination, prefer to rely on GPS rather than use a
compass, and scan a QR code with a smartphone
at a trailhead sign instead of carrying a map, why in the world do we need
guidebooks?
For the best answer, thumb through any volume in the vast catalogue
that the Appalachian Mountain Club has been publishing for more than a
century. Beginning with the iconic White Mountain Guide in 1907 (now in
its 30th edition), these treasured resources do so much more than list descriptions, maps, distances, and directions. They give expert observations, historical perspectives, and just plain interesting reading.
AMC’s Best Day Hikes in the Berkshires: Four-Season Guide to 50 of the Best
Trails in Western Massachusetts, meets all these lofty objectives.
Authors René Laubach and John S. Burk go far beyond paying homage to
such highlights as Mount Greylock, the Bay State’s tallest peak, and Bash Bish
Falls, its most spectacular cataract. The authors also guide readers to less celebrated but still stunning sanctuaries, including Sandisfield’s Clam Reserve,
a “remote, deeply wooded river valley (that) possesses a true wilderness character,” and Egremont’s Jug End State Reservation and Wildlife Management
Area, which features “bucolic meadows with a stunning backdrop of ridges
clothed in mixed woodlands (that) beckon hikers to enjoy a landscape that
evokes a time before commercial development.”
Then there is Mount Washington—no, not the famous peak in New
Hampshire’s White Mountains, but the westernmost and southwesternmost
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town in Massachusetts, where there are wonderful places to explore, including Sages Ravine, Bear Mountain, Mount Frissell, and the Appalachian Trail.
This third edition contains ten new hiking itineraries, includes essays on
nature, and offers background on the region’s rich history. There also are
assorted updates and revisions to previous editions.
As in all AMC guides, Best Day Hikes in the Berkshires contains route
maps, rates hikes by degree of difficulty, and provides GPS coordinates for
every trailhead.
Many hikers go ahead and pack smartphones or wear fitness watches,
recording distance, elevation gain, and calories burned. But they should
never overlook the well-researched advice from experienced adventurers and
insights only accessible in a comprehensive guidebook.
—Steve Fagin

White Mountain Winter Recreation Map & Guide
Appalachian Mountain Club, 2020, fold-out map.
ISBN: 978-1-62842-117-0. Price: $9.95.
Don’t have room in your backpack for a thick
guidebook and worry about losing the signal on your
smartphone? Still want a handy, comprehensive, and
reliable source of information on the best places to
cross-country ski, snowshoe, or winter hike in the White
Mountains?
Easy: Pick up a copy of the White Mountain Winter
Recreation Map & Guide, which has all the info you’ll
need to hit the trail in 30 areas ranging from Tuckerman
Ravine to Waterville Valley.
It’s waterproof, tearproof, folds small enough to stick in your pocket, and
weighs next to nothing.
Kudos to cartographer Larry Garland and author David Goodman for
their simple, useful resource.
—Steve Fagin
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Best Backcountry Skiing in the
Northeast: 50 Classic Ski and
Snowboard Tours in New England and
New York
By David Goodman
Appalachian Mountain Club Books, 2020,
352 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-62842-124-8. Price: $21.95
(paperback).
“It doesn’t matter where you go, only
that you go,” urges David Goodman in his preface to Best Backcountry Skiing in the Northeast.
Unfortunately, as backcountry skiers both avid and novice alike know, where
to ski, getting there and back, and staying found are often the biggest challenges. Skiers venturing out into the mountains are often left wanting for
solid guidance on finding ski tours that promise good snow and enjoyably
steep terrain, relying instead on some combination of intuition, word of
mouth, and Google Earth.
Hikers and climbers have long turned to guidebooks, but backcountry
skiing’s culture of semi-secrecy and possessiveness has often kept information on the lowdown. The past decade has brought internet ski forums and
an explosive increase in skiers entering the backcountry. The norm of bushwhacking for hours only to be shut down by a barrier cliff or a deep streambed has started to seem bizarre and outdated. To skiers uninitiated in wild
snow, it’s more than a little off-putting. Why can’t we backcountry skiers have
good, reliable sources of information on where to ski, and what we’ll encounter when we’re out there?
David Goodman, prophet of New England powder-hunting, is here with
his latest answer to the problem, an updated edition of his classic backcountry skiing guide. The somewhat new, mostly unchanged guidebook could
hardly have come at a better time: As COVID-19 has closed commercial ski
areas, more and more backcountry-curious skiers are looking beyond resort
boundaries.
Goodman makes it easy to understand the range of backcountry tours
available in the New England mountains, ranging from Nordic-skiing jaunts
through lower hills all the way up to technical, steep-skiing descents in the
Adirondacks and the Presidential Range of the White Mountains. A scale of
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four difficulty ratings allows prospective ski tourers to select at a glance tours
that suit their abilities. Gear recommendations distinguish between flatter
trails better served by traditional Nordic equipment and high-alpine terrain
necessitating a ski mountaineer’s kit.
Each tour’s section includes a brief history—part human, part geological—of the terrain, followed by an impressively detailed set of directions and
navigational advice that would put many other guidebook authors to shame.
Goodman’s rich historical writing runs alongside a sometimes dreamlike level
of topographical detail. Skiers will want to photocopy pages to take in their
packs but also keep it on a bedside table to read about early New England
skiers descending Tuckerman Ravine or cutting routes on Vermont’s Mount
Mansfield.
Best Backcountry Skiing first came out in 1988 and has been revised twice
since then. It explains and describes how the New England backcountry
landscape has changed in the years since it was last updated, in 2010. Goodman adds sections on the newly established glade zones areas in Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermont. These are fresh backcountry venues that arose out
of collaborations between the nonprofit Granite Backcountry Alliance and
Catamount Trail Association and partner landowners such as the U.S. Forest
Service, local land trusts, and state parks. Glade zones in places like Rochester, Vermont’s Brandon Gap and Randolph, New Hampshire’s Crescent
Ridge, high-elevation forest favored by incoming winter weather systems,
have become favorites for new and old skiers alike with excellent tree-skiing
lines trimmed by volunteers in accordance with guidelines for sustainable,
forest-friendly glading. Best Backcountry Skiing provides a solid overview of
each glade zone and explains the key role of managed backcountry terrain in
the broader skiing ecosystem. Importantly, Goodman emphasizes how to ski
responsibly in these areas that, by virtue of their popularity and easy access,
are prone to overcrowding and high traffic on snowy winter weekends.
In a coronavirus-hampered ski world, when more and more skiers are
primed to make the jump to the wild and beautiful world of backcountry
skiing, many of the newly inducted will find Goodman’s latest book invaluable. Perhaps the most frustrating thing about hunting for wild snow is also
the most awe-inspiring: soft-snow conditions on Mount Washington one day
may be all rime and firm crust after the next windstorm; a North Country
glade drifted deeply with untouched powder may have hundreds of tracks
crisscrossing it a few short hours later. Best Backcountry Skiing in the Northeast
points its readers toward skiing in the right places at the right times while
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reminding them that their tracks will soon disappear and that they must leave
room for all whose stories of exploring wild snow are yet to come.
—Scott Berkley
Scott Berkley helps outfit new backcountry skiers in Jackson, New Hampshire,
and is the newly appointed assistant editor of the Accidents section.

An Ice Climbers’ Guide to Southern New
England and Eastern New York
By Todd Swain
K. Daniels & Associates, 2020, 496 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-7344373-1-7. Price: $44.95
(paperback).
Todd Swain’s new ice climbing guidebook
is a must have for any ice climber who lives in the
Northeast. After nearly ten years of research and
hundreds of interviews with local climbers, this
new guidebook covers 200 areas within southern Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont; all
of Massachusetts; Connecticut and Rhode Island; and a sliver of eastern New
York. This guidebook comes at a time when staying local and minimizing
travel is more important than ever. As Henry Barber writes in the foreword,
“When the local ice is in, it might be smarter to stay near home and climb
instead of heading north to wait in line for a longer classic.”
With this book in hand, climbers can explore their own backyards, taking the pressure off more popular climbing areas. As the years pass, I find
the exploration aspect contributes more to my love for climbing versus the
actual route, and this guidebook will motivate you to get out and see what’s
just around the corner. Additionally, as is pointed out in the book, many
accomplished alpinists started at home before going into the bigger mountain
ranges of the world. These small training grounds shouldn’t be forgotten, and
now Todd Swain has documented them.
The book breaks down each climbing area by state, listed in alphabetical
order and each with its own color code that makes it easy to navigate. Within
the state, the climbing areas are then ordered alphabetically as well, and each
area contains an introduction, brief climbing history, directions with GPS
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coordinates, and route descriptions. I appreciated the multiple map scales,
starting with a statewide map, allowing you to get an idea of where the climbing area is within the state. Once broken down, most areas then include at
least one map that shows the parking areas, the access trail, and cliff locations.
Color photographs are included, with some that were taken during the first
ascents. The historical and current photographs are fun to look at, and they
help find you your way around. Each climb is fully indexed under both the
route name alphabetically and under the difficulty rating, ensuring it won’t
take long to find what you’re looking for. The layout and organization of the
guidebook is excellent.
What makes a great guidebook is not just accurate route descriptions, but
a little storytelling along the way. The book starts with an overview of the
climbing history of southern New England, and throughout you’ll find some
stories from the locals who helped shape the climbing scene of that area. I
recommend this book as both a valuable climbing resource and as a good read
that will leave you excited for the ice to form.
—Courtney Ley

Black Woman in Green: Gloria Brown and
the Unmarked Trail to Forest Service
Leadership
By Gloria D. Brown and Donna L. Sinclair
Oregon State University Press, 2020, 190 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-87071-001-8. Price: $19.95
(paperback).
ISBN: 978-0-87071-005-6. Price: $11.99 (ebook).
Americans are finally acknowledging how
much gender, race, and class have affected people’s access to outdoor activities, and this significant book tells a story of a determined public
servant who was the first Black woman to become a supervisor in the U.S.
Forest Service.
A university press has brought out this story, but it does not read like
an academic work. It comes close to sounding like the reminiscences of an
engagingly opinionated and entertaining woman—one with an uncommonly
good memory for details—speaking to her relatives at a reunion.
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Brown recounts her rise from the transcription pool at the Forest Service
in Washington, D.C. to jobs in the federal Bureau of Land Management to
supervising national forests in Oregon and California. Her groundbreaking
career began after her husband died in a car accident in 1981, and she needed
to provide for her family. She benefited from the Civil Rights Act and the
Equal Employment Opportunity Act, but clearly her resourcefulness, tenacity, and calm good sense were the engines of her success.
In addition to telling the story of Brown’s quite interesting life, this book
provides first-person insight into how things actually worked in government
agencies when anti-discrimination laws first came into effect. It also shows
how those agencies reacted to a shift in priorities from timbering and resource
extraction to wider public uses, and how subsequent budget cuts affected the
work of those agencies.
She acknowledges how much she was helped by people who responded
to the new laws by encouraging her and giving her a chance to prove herself,
crediting many by name. She is similarly straightforward about those who did
not, both in the agencies and the communities she and her family lived in.
Anyone interested in the modern history of federal land agencies or curious about how they actually function will find much to like in this book.
So will anyone who wants to see how normal human beings make history
just by being themselves, doing their jobs well, and working for a better life
for everyone.
—Nat Eddy

Black Faces, White Spaces: Reimagining
the Relationship of African Americans to
the Great Outdoors
By Carolyn Finney
University of North Carolina Press, 2014, 194 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-4696-1448-9. Price: $27.95 (paperback; also available as an ebook for $19.99).
A few years back we took a young friend
hiking up Mount Garfield. We camped at Garfield Ridge Campsite. He is Black, which is
significant to this little story. Sitting on top of
Garfield, he looked over the rocks and green
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ridges rolling down and away. He said that when he was growing up in Southern California, his family had never gone to the mountains for vacation. “It
just was not on our radar.” Down in the valley the next day, we waited in a
sandwich shop for our lunch. He looked around, smiled wryly, and asked us,
“Do you see anyone who looks like me?”
He was so right. The White Mountains of New Hampshire—actually,
public parks and lands across North America—have been largely white places
of retreat for generations. Carolyn Finney examines this problem in this
eight-part academic essay exploring African Americans’ relationship to the
land, society’s barriers that have kept them from it, and ways the culture has
ignored and failed to appreciate their closeness to the land.
In this book, first published seven years ago, Finney combs through environmental and cultural studies seeking all the conditions that have left Blacks
feeling either unsafe or unwelcome if they traveled to backcountry and wilderness forests and parks in the United States.
Some of the barriers go back to slavery, Jim Crow, and segregation. Finney
lays out what studies social scientists have done and have yet to do. Blacks
have been deeply involved with the land for centuries, but “their environmental experiences have been marginalized, whitewashed, or simply left out of the
dominant narrative,” Finney writes.
For white people who believe that the natural world is everyone’s safe
place, this book should blast open a dam and let through unexplored ideas.
Finney’s fascination with this problem runs deep. She backpacked for five
years in Africa and Asia and grew up on a twelve-acre estate in Westchester
County, New York, where her parents were caretakers who found themselves
disenfranchised from the land when it was sold. Finney was teaching environmental science at the University of California when she wrote this book,
and today she’s a scholar in residence at Middlebury College who continues
to write and speak about diversity in natural spaces. Everyone should listen to
and change as a result of her work.
—Christine Woodside
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In Search of Amos Clough
By Robert W. Averill
Self-published, 2019, 370 pages.
ISBN 978-1-893863-04-0. Price: $75 (large-format
hardcover).
One of the aspects of the White Mountains
that is so captivating is that it’s not just the natural landscape and all its facets that demand our
attention—the human history of the region also
has an undeniable fascination. Sometimes that
allure manifests itself in the broad sweep of history, but at other times distinctive individuals merit our focus and even affection.
One of these individuals is pioneer White Mountain photographer Amos
Clough, and Robert Averill has performed a labor of love in hunting down
his story. Clough is not well known—but he deserves to be, and Averill does
his best to explain why. Clough hailed from Warren, New Hampshire, in the
shadow of Mount Moosilauke. Born in very modest circumstances in 1833, he
was enthralled by the new art and technology of photography and was daring
enough to embrace it as an occupation.
In the White Mountains, Clough is best remembered for his role in two
bold expeditions. He spent several weeks in the winter of 1869–1870 atop
Mount Moosilauke with J. H. Huntington, shivering in storms and exulting in sunny cloudscapes atop that peak, allowing him to photograph views
seldom seen by lowlanders. The Moosilauke experiment was a prelude to an
even more challenging endeavor the following winter—establishing a weather
station atop Mount Washington with Huntington and others. Clough, along
with fellow photographer Howard Kimball, documented the exploits of the
expedition and captured the rime-covered scenery, in cold, windy, and very
demanding conditions.
As memorable as those two summit experiences were, Clough also recorded
the day-to-day life of valley towns with his cameras. Photos of simple village
scenes, portraits of local individuals, and the like add to our knowledge of life
in the White Mountain foothills, and beyond, in the late nineteenth century.
As is the case with most people of that time, Clough left few records of
his life. Averill has done yeoman’s work in tracking down what little documentary evidence there is of this photographic pioneer. Of special note is
the inclusion of the full original text of Clough’s Moosilauke journal, which
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has not previously appeared in print. Averill adds more general information
about the era to flesh out our understanding of Clough’s milieu. For the most
part, Clough’s photographs must speak for him, and this volume is lavishly
illustrated with Clough’s work. Many of the stereoviews that Clough created—from Mount Moosilauke, Mount Washington, and other locales—are
reproduced with high quality, and the book includes a stereo viewer so that
the 21st-century reader can enjoy the views as originally intended.
Alas, Amos Clough died before his time, succumbing to illness in 1872,
not two years after his exemplary service on Mount Washington. Robert
Averill has done a noble job in helping to keep his memory alive in this noteworthy volume.
—Peter Crane

Waymaking: An Anthology of Women’s
Adventure Writing, Poetry and Art
Edited by Helen Mort, Claire Carter, Heather
Dawe, and Camilla Barnard
Vertebrate Publishing, 2018, 296 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-910240-75-5. Price: $26
(paperback; also available as an eBook).
Good ideas often occur in motion. The
one for this collection grew from two women
running together during their lunch hours.
How, they wondered, would women describe adventure? Somewhere along
their route, they decided to find out.
These tales, published by a British press, tell not so much about conquering the natural world as of collaborating with it. Themes you might expect in
a book by women are certainly present: meditations on motherhood, body
image, solitude, risk. But there is also the adventurer who migrates back and
forth between research camps in Greenland and Antarctica (“I live as if inside
a ping-pong ball”), the one who inhabits her van, the one who spends a
year roaming the British national parks while sleeping under a canvas, the
trail-runner summiting a 5,100-meter pass in Nepal, and the boulderer who
prefers to climb in the dark. There is wit (“the rainforest is a companionable
misfit”), cartooning, memorable imagery (sunset is “the hinge of the day”).
For one writer, biking in the Scottish Highlands creates a “feral equilibrium
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with nature.” Yes, seeking equilibrium instead of competition, and sometimes
in the harshest conditions. The landscape for one landscape painter was so
cold that her paint froze before it could hit the canvas.
Many of these waymakings occur in places the rest of us won’t manage to
climb, hike, swim in, camp by, tarry near, or gaze at. Sometimes the names
alone are exercise: Ambleside and Troutbeck, Dollywaggon Pike and Hermannsdalstinden, Clogwyn y Garnedd and Higgar Tor. Twisting your tongue
around the syllables might be adventure enough.
It speaks to the integrity of the editors—and of their collaborative spirit—
that royalties from the book will be split between a rape crisis charity and the
John Muir Trust. There is no personal profiteering, and though it’s always
nice to see your name in print, the writers, cartoonists, photographers, and
painters here seem to have nothing to prove in their travels to anyone but
themselves. In the ego-driven times of today, nature for the sheer love of it
is a gentle relief. “I’m happiest walking upstream,” muses one solitary brookwader who prefers countercurrent direction. She means it literally, of course,
but if nature offers a metaphor, we must take it and run.
—Elissa Ely

Paul Preuss: Lord of the Abyss
By David Smart
Rocky Mountain Books, 2019, 248 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-77160-323-2. Price: $32 (hardcover).
Emilio Comici: Angel of the Dolomites
By David Smart
Rocky Mountain Books,
2020, 248 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-77160-456-7.
Price: $32 (hardcover).
The angel. The devil. And the lord. These
three characters ring out from David Smart’s new
duo of rock-climbing biographies set in the early
twentieth century.
The “angel of the Dolomites” was Emilio
Comici, an Italian known for his graceful climbing
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and compassion toward other alpinists. The “devil of the Dolomites” was
Tito Piaz, who looked somewhat demonic with his “craggy face and piercing
eyes” and was said to have made a Faustian bargain that enabled his hard and
dangerous climbing. The “lord of the abyss” was Paul Preuss of Austria, who
climbed unroped and “dominated the rock like no other, with ideals, chivalry,
and speed.”
These vertical pioneers overlapped in the mountains of eastern Europe
in the early 1900s, pushing alpinism to previously unimaginable heights and
forcing the climbing community to rethink the spirit and ethics of their burgeoning sport in ways that are still echoing. In these meticulously researched
books, Smart—the founding editor of Gripped magazine—weaves mountaineering history and European politics to give overdue recognition to the angel,
the devil, and the lord.
These three climbers were among the first to ask: What is the right way to
climb? Who decides? What is cheating, and is it ever OK to cheat? Smart asks
the reader to consider: Where do free-spirited ideals meet the hard realities
of politics and war? Who and what determines the legacy of a climber’s life?
The elder of the three was Piaz, born in 1879 near the Dolomite Mountains. He first made a name for himself at age 20 with a solo ascent of the
600-foot-tall Winkler Tower (5.7*), one of the Vajolet Towers. His most daring climb was in 1910, when he soloed the first ascent of the Piaz Crack (5.7),
part of a 600-foot-long route up Punta Emma in the Dolomites.
Then along came Preuss, born in 1886, who said Piaz was climbing wrong.
Real climbing was done without the pitons and ropes that Piaz had relied
upon for aid and protection. In 1911, Preuss completed the first solo, ropeless
ascent of the 2,000-foot-tall West Face of the Totenkirchl (5.8), considered
the hardest rock climb in the Alps at the time. Days later, he soloed the
1,000-foot-tall East Face of the Campanile Basso (5.8) and down-climbed the
same way. (The route was not repeated by anyone with or without ropes for
more than a decade.)
After climbing the Campanile Basso, Preuss took refuge at the Vajolet hut,
where Piaz was the longtime caretaker. As the men traded stories over bottles
of wine, Piaz told an increasingly rowdy crowd that Preuss had seized the
mantle of top climber. When Preuss demurred, Piaz took out a pair of pistols
and challenged him to a gunfight unless he accepted the compliment. In that
* According to the climbing scale of the Yosemite Decimal System. The same difficulty was not
free-climbed in the United States until the 1940s.
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standoff, Piaz was announcing that climbing had a new champion, albeit one
who was proving difficult to follow.
Decades before Royal Robbins chopped dozens of bolts on El Capitan in
Yosemite and a full century before the climber Hayden Kennedy removed
125 bolts from a route up Cerro Torre in Patagonia, Preuss was the first elite
climber to rage against artificial means of ascent. He not only eschewed
pitons, he frowned on ropes and rappelling. “If you cannot climb down,”
Preuss said, “you should not climb up.” There was a romantic purity to his
ethics. To him, “mountains were to be accepted just as they were,” Smart
writes. “To use pitons and ropes was to sin against the truth.”
In a counterintuitive way, Preuss was trying to increase mountain safety
by forcing climbers to be self-reliant. Back then, hemp ropes were unlikely
to hold big falls. The leader carried a hammer and dozens of pitons that were
tediously pounded into cracks. Before the advent of the carabiner in 1921,
the only way to secure into a piton was by untying the rope, threading it
through the piton ring, and re-tying. It was all so dangerous and insecure that
it was almost safer to climb solo—which was Preuss’s point. Without ropes or
pitons, he argued, climbers would proceed with more caution. (It’s not such
a crazy idea. Research has shown that wearing a bicycle helmet, for example,
leads cyclists to take more risks.)
Even among climbers who disagreed with Preuss about the use of pitons
and ropes (which was most), there was an appreciation for how he drew “a
distinction between their use and abuse,” according to Smart. If everyone
couldn’t agree on the right way to climb, Preuss did convince his peers that
there was a wrong way.
Then along came Comici, who had to contend with the legacies of the
devil and the lord as he proved himself in the 1930s. The youngest of the three
men, Comici found himself wading into questions of ethics: Did he place too
many bolts? Did he rely on rope tricks to ascend?
As a way of vanquishing critics and self-doubts, Comici took up the solo
path forged by Piaz and Preuss. In 1937, Comici soloed the Fehrmann Dihedral (5.7) on the 1,000-foot-tall pillar of Campanile Basso. When he signed
the summit log, he saw the name of the only other person to solo the route:
Preuss, in 1911. Comici then outdid Preuss by completing the hardest solo
ever, on the 1,800-foot-tall north face of Cima Grande (today rated 5.10+).
The feat would be unrepeated for 24 years.
There is much to enjoy in these two books, which both received accolades
at the Banff Mountain Book Competition. They tackle sticky issues such as
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how Preuss dealt with anti-Semitism and how Comici idolized the fascist
dictator Benito Mussolini. Smart offers surprising discoveries, such as how
Preuss climbed with the children of psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud.
One complaint I have is that Smart did not include the grades of these
century-old climbs according to the Yosemite Decimal System, so I was constantly checking Mountain Project and SummitPost to get a better appreciation for the bold climbing that was done with rudimentary equipment and
“basketball shoes.” It also would have been helpful to have more context into
how these figures fit into the greater historical arc of climbing. Passing mentions of Alex Honnold seemed to have been hastily added, and there was no
mention of New England’s Henry Barber and Canada’s Peter Croft, two of
the greatest solo free-climbers and logical extensions of Preuss and Comici.
Given how neatly these two books fit together, I wondered why I wasn’t
reading one big book that pulled together the lives of these pioneers. I only
hope that Smart will deliver more. Preuss, the lord of the abyss, died in 1913
while soloing. Comici, the angel, died in 1940 when his rope frayed. Only the
devil lived to old age.
—Stephen Kurczy

All That Glitters: A Climber’s Journey
through Addiction and Depression
By Margo Talbot
Rocky Mountain Books, 2020, 186 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-77160-433-8. Price: $25 (paperback).
Margo Talbot’s searing memoir is a siren
call to untold numbers of people: Heed the hidden maladies that lurk beneath the surface. People aren’t always what they project to the world,
just as the glittering ice that Talbot dedicates her
life to climbing can be different than it appears.
Strike that apparently solid uniform ice with an axe, and cracks spread every
which way, to the core.
Talbot emerged a climber after decades of depressive episodes and destructive behavior. “I had come to understand that depression was an internal
struggle on an invisible battlefield,” Talbot writes late in her memoir. “While
my physically injured peers were being taken out to luncheons and showered
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with books and gifts to keep them busy in their convalescence I hunkered
down for another solo journey into the depths of my own psychic hell.”
All That Glitters begins with the story of Talbot’s troubled childhood in
New Brunswick, Canada. Talbot traces the roots of her lifelong battles with
depression to the absence of parental love. Her family life was devoid of physical affection or even words of affirmation. Her mother seemed to reserve her
love for Talbot’s younger brother. Vague allusions to sexual abuse—which
we learn about toward the end—appear here and there. The one refuge the
young Talbot finds, even at an early age, is solitude in nature.
In years of therapy, Talbot writes, the two “immutable laws of psychology”
she learned are that “depression is repressed anger, and anger is repressed sadness.” That anger and sadness are palpable throughout the book. Talbot brings
us into her all-encompassing, debilitating depression through a prose that is
sparse yet visual. Late in the book , after her boyfriend Grant has left her,
Talbot says she “fell into the abyss that had been waiting for me all my life.”
The core of the memoir, the backbone that leads the reader from one
episode into another, is how Talbot deals with said depression. One way is
through relationships with men like Grant: One boyfriend beats her; another,
in a plotline straight out of a Hollywood potboiler, uses her as a means of
reducing suspicion from the authorities during his international drug-smuggling escapades. But the main way she self-medicates is with drugs and alcohol. Talbot recalls starting drinking when she was barely a teenager. She can
outdrink all the boys and has blackouts where she doesn’t remember a thing.
Though she goes through periods of sobriety, alcohol serves as a gateway drug,
and by the time she is in her 20s and 30s, Talbot has gone through an acid
phase, a cocaine phase, and even a freebase phase.
The third act of All That Glitters is where climbing comes in—a redemption of sorts. Talbot returns to nature and rediscovers the soothing qualities
that drew her to it as a young girl. Through mentorship from other climbers
in the Canmore, Alberta area, she becomes an ace ice climber, tackling classic
routes like The Weeping Pillar (rated WI 6, a very difficult climb on seasonal
waterfall ice). Ice climbing evolves from simply an outlet that “kept her sane”
to the animating and central focus of her life. The people she meets—especially the strong female figures—are the most supportive she has ever known;
she becomes a successful and sought-after climbing guide, even guiding clients on Antarctica’s highest peak, Mount Vinson. By the end of the book, an
older and wiser Talbot has learned many lessons, not the least of which is that
she too deserves to be happy.
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Counterintuitively, the crux passage in this memoir of a climber of frozen
waterfalls has no climbing or movement in it whatsoever. Talbot recounts sitting in a chaise longue in her apartment, staring out the window for sixteen
hours, and feeling like she had “spent the afternoon with Death, and that
he and I had talked things through and come to a bargain.” Upon emerging
from her meditative dream state, Talbot feels “calmer than I had in years, not
happy, but indifferent, unequivocal, impassive.” “That day I had a feeling in
my bones that my years of depression were over,” she writes.
Of course, it’s never quite as easy as that. As someone who struggles with
depression myself, and who has used—and written about—how I self-medicate with climbing, Talbot’s story is one of both hope and caution: It is not
a how-to manual for coping with grief or despair, but an anecdotal investigation that says: Hey, like me, you also deserve to be happy. But it takes work.
—Michael Levy

Eager: The Surprising, Secret Life of
Beavers and Why They Matter
By Ben Goldfarb
Chelsea Green Publishing, 2018, 287 pages.
ISBN-13: 978-1-60358-739-6. Price: $17.95
(paperback).
When historians look back at the animals
that have had the greatest impact on the evolution
of our nation, they often focus on the horse, which
provided settlers with transportation; the buffalo,
which once roamed the prairie in vast herds, offering Native Americans sustenance and clothing from their hides; the cow, whose milk became a household staple; and the ox, which helped farmers move rocks and plow fields.
In his informatively fascinating book, Eager: The Surprising, Secret Life of
Beavers and Why They Matter, Ben Goldfarb makes the case that the large,
semiaquatic rodents have shaped the landscape by building dams and have
influenced many other aspects of our culture.
He writes, “Practically since humans first dispersed across North
America via the Bering Land Bridge—replicating a journey that beavers
made repeatedly millions of years prior—the rodents have featured in the
religions, cultures, and diets of indigenous peoples, from the nations of
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the Iroquois to the Tlingit of the Pacific Northwest. More recently, and
destructively, it was the pursuit of beaver pelts that helped lure white people to the New World and westward across it. The fur trade sustained the
Pilgrims, dragged Lewis and Clark up the Missouri, and exposed tens of
thousands of native people to smallpox. The saga of beavers isn’t just the
tale of a charismatic mammal—it’s the story of modern civilization, in all
its grandeur and folly.
Eager, which earned Goldfarb the 2019 PEN/E. O. Wilson Literary Science Writing Award, documents how the beaver has long been unfairly
demonized as a destructive pest—an unfortunate characterization that all too
often has led wildlife “experts” to continue exterminating them when the
animals cross paths with humans.
Goldfarb, a skilled, widely published journalist who holds a master of
environmental management degree from Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, is at the forefront of a new generation of nature writers
destined to continue the literary legacies of such stalwarts as John McPhee,
Bill McKibben, Rachel Carson, and E. O. Wilson.
He writes with authority, charm, passion, and I daresay, a compelling
eagerness.
—Steve Fagin

Winter 8000: Climbing the World’s
Highest Mountains in the Coldest Season
By Bernadette McDonald
Mountaineers Books, 2020, 268 pages.
ISBN: 978: 1-68051-292-2. Price: $21.95 (paperback).
Trapped in their tents by storms or other
inconveniences, mountaineers have long cheered
themselves by reading about even greater miseries than theirs. A reliable text is Apsley CherryGarrard’s classic Worst Journey in the World
(Hammondsworth), the 1922 book about a tragic
expedition to the South Pole. Bernadette McDonald wrote a fresh contender
with this compilation of first winter ascents of thirteen of the fourteen summits in Asia’s Himalaya and Karakoram that stand higher than 8,000 meters
(nearly 26,250 feet).
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Until 1950, none had been climbed; by the end of 1964, all had. The succeeding years have seen ascents of many kinds by various routes, repeat climbs
on the easier ones—and winter attempts.
The first winter summit of an 8,000er was in 1980, on the highest (not
the hardest), Mount Everest. On the last day of 1988, the seventh of the fourteen was climbed (Lhotse). The thirteenth was Nanga Parbat in 2016. By the
beginning of 2016, only the two most formidable remained to be climbed in
winter: Nanga Parbat and K2. The former, known as the “killer mountain,”
features what is often called the highest alpine wall anywhere. It is a challenge
even in (somewhat) warmer conditions. After some 30 winter attempts, the
summit was finally reached in late February 2016.
That left K2. For the continuation of the story, see this issue’s Alpina.
McDonald wrote one chapter for each 8,000er, in order of first winter
ascent. She paints a remarkably immediate picture of the climbers’ strivings,
failures, and occasional successes. They suffered terribly. Of the 47 “selected
climbers” she writes about, 17 died in the high peaks in winter. A number
of them disappeared. One was Maciej Berbeka. In 1988, the Polish climber
made the first winter ascent of one of the forbidding Karakoram giants, Broad
Peak. Or so he thought. He learned, however, that he had reached only a
sub-summit, slightly lower than the high point. For years his “failure” raged
within him. In winter 2013, at age 59, he returned to Broad Peak. He reached
the true top, but he and his partner died on the descent.
The summit parties of twelve of the thirteen winter ascents described here
included at least one Polish member, usually more. Poland’s climbers were
denied travel during the years of communism and so missed many of the early
Himalayan prizes. Other climbers portrayed include Simone Moro (Italy),
Alex Txikon (Spain), and an American, Cory Richards, who was part of an
international team that made the first winter ascent of Gasherbrum II in 2011.
McDonald does not shy from the hardships of these winter climbs (in case
you want to try one). “It is so cold your lungs feel as if they are burning,” she
writes. “Exposed skin freezes in minutes. Your extremities are horribly vulnerable and if immobile or constricted in any way can freeze as solid as wood.
Fingers and toes die, turn black and must be amputated.” McDonald wonders, as would most readers, why human beings volunteer for such hardship.
“The degree of suffering that these winter athletes seem willing to embrace is
hard to comprehend.” Certainly true. Remember that even warmer and more
hospitable peaks can entail a lot of pain.
—Steven Jervis
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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